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Delphi-to-C++Builder is a conversion tool which allows you to convert a .dpr file to a C++ Builder Project (.cbproj) file. This is a key element of writing reusable software
in C++ Builder. it is a quite powerful conversion tool. And it may break the original logic. Notes: there are certain exceptions, such as controlling keywords of Delphi,
named types of Delphi and some other special symbols. For converting Codeunit or Delphi library units, it may break the units compilation. Before you use this utility,

please carefully check the units you want to convert, such as these: controlling keywords internal named types macro functions (which are also called pre-defined constants)
packages Conversion Results: The conversion results (as shown in figure) are as follows: Conversion of Controlling Keywords This process may break your unit

compilation. Check unit compilation by: % delphi2cppbuilder.exe -c yourUnitName If you encounter the compiling error: "Incompatible type between dword and qword" or
"Incompatible type between byte, word, short and long, etc." Ensure that these units are "unit"-compatible. Named Types If you use a "naming type" and/or a "label type",
please consider using "typedef". This will make your unit easier to be converted. Macro Functions You should use #ifdef so that these macros are not converted. Packages

Please consider using "signature" if you have a "signature" package. Conversion of Delphi Language Some operators and constructors are converted as part of the
conversion. You can control the conversion result by setting the global options as follows: Delphi-to-C++ Builder Description: If you want the conversion process to be
carried out completely, click on Run. If you want only some conversion to be carried out, then select the conversion options with the up/down arrows. By default, the

conversion will be carried out for all units which are needed by the project. You can specify a unit name in the first box. When you have
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A macro that will do the syntax conversion between C++Builder and Delphi. Variable Name: In C++ Builder, a variable is named "VariableName", "*VariableName", or
"VariableName*". In Delphi, a variable is named "VariableName". Code: If the code needs to be fully or partially translated, then all the "END" lines (except the last one),

or the last line, or the end of a block needs to be converted. Lines of code that include variable names, if they are located inside a method and are not static, must be
converted to code in which variables are used instead. Example: function Foo(a: string) : integer begin a := "hello"; result := a; end; Convert this to the following C++ code:
int main() { char a = "hello"; int result = a; return 0; } The result after conversion will be: int main(int argc, char* argv[]) { char a = "hello"; int result = a; return 0; } This

conversion can be fully automated. The following is the C++ code that will be generated by the function after the conversion. The program is a procedure to convert Delphi
code to C++Builder. DELPHI converts any Delphi code into C++Builder. C++Builder to Delphi is a conversion tool for C++Builder, a cross-compiler compiler.

C++Builder can be used on the PC and the mobile phone. This conversion is not perfect, but it can help users who want to convert Delphi code to C++Builder. The
program's name, function and parameter names are in C++. The name, class name, and function and parameter names are in C++. The program can carry out the conversion

of the program name, class name, function and parameter names. The following is an example: C++ Builder: Begin Name: 'a'; End; Delphi: A := 'a'; The program will
automatically change the name, class name, and function and parameter names of the C++Builder code to the names 1d6a3396d6
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What's New in the?

Delphi to C++ Builder for converting Delphi syntax to C++ Builder language. It can carry out a majority of syntax conversions very simply!(The code in the function or
procedure, from "VAR" to last "END".)             1.Note: The XML files included in the package need to be located in the same location as your delphi project.   2. What’s
new?   Delphi 2009:The Delphi 2009 developer's support has always been the key to product development and enhancement. Thus, in this version of this package, we can
distinguish between Delphi 2008 and Delphi 2009 as follows:        1.If you are using Delphi 2009, you can upgrade the CodeFX2008toDelphi2009XMLconverter.  2.If you
are using Delphi 2008, you can upgrade the CodeFX2008toDelphi2009Converter.  3.If you are using both Delphi 2008 and Delphi 2009, you should convert Delphi 2008
syntax to Delphi 2009 syntax.                 3. XML file features.   1. Syntax expressions.   2. SQL tags.   3. Structures tags.   4. Object tags.   5. Declaration tags.   6. Delphi
version.   4. XML file features.   1. Syntax expressions.   2. SQL tags.   3. Structures tags.   4. Object tags.   5. Declaration tags.   6. Delphi version.   5.    
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System Requirements:

1. Intel® Pentium® 4 2. Microsoft® Windows® XP 3. 32-bit OS. 64-bit OS not supported. 4. 5. Intel® Core™ 2 Duo or 6. Intel® Core™ i3 7. Nvidia GeForce 8800 8.
HDMI (High-Definition Multimedia Interface) 9. Displayport 10. DirectX 9.0c compatible graphics card with a PCI Express connection or less 11. USB 2.0 port
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